
FTA-etupukki 
 
 

 
In this picture the Front Torque Arm (FTA) is mounted to the rail using the back hole in the 
rail and the back hole in the Arm. Stock for an IQ is the front hole in the Arm and front hole 
in the rail. Many ProX skids are mounted like shown in this picture. Some ProX rails only 
have the rear hole drilled in the rail and a pilot hole is for the front position. It can be drilled 
out if the other hole becomes damaged. If you use the front hole in the rail you must use the 
front hole in the FTA. 
 
The affects of the two positions go like this. In the front mounted position there is less 
leverage working against the shock. This provides a stiffer ride to the front of the skid. The 
front of the skid is more resistant to impacts on the FTA. BUT, in this position the rail is held 
slightly more off the ground. So using this position will improve the FTA ability to take a 
hard impact from a bump but the rail is not quite a parrallel to the ground. 
 
In the rear mounted position the FTA has more leverage to work against the shock, the FTA 
and shock can't respond quite as well to hard direct impacts but it provides for a slightly 
softer ride when hitting bumps with the front of the skid. on the plus side the rails are slightly 
flatter to the ground in this position. 
 
The forward position would help the front of the skid absorb a bump and the rear 
mounting position would help the skid transfer weight a little better under acceleration. 
 
The difference in ride quality is pretty minimal. It's fairly hard to tell the difference in 
either of these positions when beating down the trail. The Primary reason someone would 
change this mounting position is if one set of mounting holes in the rail were wollered out 
from the bolt threads. So if your rails holes are all wallered out you can use the other position 
and get your skid back in top shape.  
 

 



RTS-takapukin iskari

 

This is the lower center link or pivot. Shown in this picture is the stock mounting position, the 
center hole. As the rear of the skid compresses this pivot arm moves forward in an arch. In fact as 
the Rear Track Shock (RTS) compresses the bottom of the shock is moving away from this 
compression, kinda running away from the shaft as it rushes forward and down.  
 
Changing this mounting position changes the shaft speed of the RTS at the beginning and end of it's 
travel 
-   
If you change the mounting position of this center link to the rearward hole you are positioning the 
bottom of the RTS closer to the top of that arch. As the RTS starts to compress the bottom of it 
moves away at a high rate of speed. As the RTS gets closer to bottoming out the arch is not as 
effective because it can't run away from the shock. As the RTS gets closer to its total compressed 
length the shaft speed increases. So the first few inches of RTS compression has a slow shaft speed 
but as the shock continues to move the shaft speed increases. In essance the first few inches of rear 
skid travel will be softer but as the skid compresses it will get progressively firmer throughout its 
total movement. This is commonly referred to as a Raising Rate Dampening.  
 
If you change to the forward hole just the opposite happens for the exact same reasons. As the RTS 
compresses the pivot arm is moving up before it starts to run away from the shock. The inital shaft 
speed is increased but as the shock gets further into its total travel the shaft speed decreases. Shock 
shaft speed gets progressively slower as the shock compresses. This is commonly referred to a 
Falling Rate Dampening. 
 
The middle position on the center link offers a shaft speed that is nearly the same in the first inch of 
travel as it is in the last inch. 
 
This center link adjustment can offer advantges when setting up the skid for max weight transfer or 
max bump absorbtion. It can offer a stiff ride in the first few inches of travel or a much softer ride 
in the first few inches of suspension travel. 



 
I use the middle position for most all occasions but you could experiment if you want. 

 

This is the lower pivot arm on the Rear Torque Arm (RTA). Shown in the picture is the stock 
mounting position, the center hole. Changing this mounting hole affects weight transfer and 
coupling.  
 
Weight transfer is the skids ability to squat and compress under acceleration. To a point, more 
weight transfer improves acceleration because the skid squats and as the front of the sled raises up 
more weight is loaded on the track which should improve acceleration as long as the track isn't 
spinning. 
 
Coupling is when both the front and rear shocks compress together. If coupling is set to maximim, 
both shocks will compress even if you just hit a bump on the very back of the rail. There is front to 
rear coupling and rear to front coupling but that subject gets even deeper so for this discussion lets 
just say Coupling. 
 
If you move to the front hole in the rail you will increase weight transfew but decrease coupling. 
your skid will squat and accelerate better but it won't be able to take big bumps as well. 
 
If you move to the rear hole in the rail just the opposite happens. Your skid will not transfer and 
accelerate as well but it will absorb the big bumps better because the front shock helps out sooner 
in the compression of the skid. 
 
The center is a good position because it offers a ballance between decent weight transfew and good 
bump absorbtion. 

 



 

RTA-takapukki 

These mounting holes are for the different adjustments in the shock bars and RTA. These different 
holes were only offered in the '04 ProXr 440 and the '05 IQ racer. By '06 Polaris figured out this 
adjustment wasn't necessary and saved a little money on tooling and drilling and eliminated it. The 
center hole is what the Polaris engineers decided was the best compromise. They also figured out 
how to mount the skid properly in the tunnel and it made these adjustments unnecessary. 
 
What the Aluminum Shock Rods do is they pull backwards on the center pivot as the RTS and RTA 
compress. Remember the center pivot is trying to move away from the shock as the suspension 
compresses. The Shock Rods are like reins on a horse, they pull back on the pivot so it doesn't run 
away so fast. 
 
Basically, changing from the center hole in the RTA changes the rate of shaft speed on the RTS. The 
top hole provides for a slower shaft speed during the initial 3" of RTS compression. In the top hole 
the Shock Rods don't pull back on the center pivot very much as the shock compresses. This provides 
a softer ride in the first few inches of skid travel. 
 
In the lower hole as the RTA compresses the Shock Rods immediately pull back on the center pivot 
and this increases shaft speed of the RTS during the first 3" if shock compression. This provides for a 
stiffer ride in the first few inches of skid travel. 
 
The extra holes in the Aluminum Shock Bars are used when you change the mounting position of the 
Rods on the RTA. You must use the correct two holes in the Rods for each of the three positions in 
the RTA. The '04 and '05 manual describe which hole is for which position and I don't have that year 
manual near me. There is also a sticker on the Rods that tells you which holes to use. The sticker part 
# is 7172209, I would suggest buying a sticker and keeping it handy so you can make sure you use 
the correct holes in the Rods. 



 
 
From the looks of things in these pictures some of the suspension mounting holes have seen some 
wear. They are not completely worn out but they are not new either. On at least a few parts (like the 
Aluminum Shock Rods) I would consider replacing them. At least keep an eye on them as they can 
make the suspension feel sloppy. 
 
So there you go.  
 
Any Questions??? 


